Background: The code of JUnit test cases is commonly used to characterize software testing effort. Different metrics have been proposed in literature to measure various perspectives of the size of JUnit test cases. Unfortunately, there is little understanding of the empirical application of these metrics, particularly which metrics are more useful in terms of provided information.
Background
Software testing plays a crucial role in software quality assurance. It is an important part of the software development lifecycle. Software testing is, however, a time and resource consuming process. The overall effort spent on testing depends on many different factors, including human factors, testing techniques, used tools, characteristics of the software development artifacts, and so forth. We focus, in this paper, on unit test case construction, and particularly on the effort required to write unit test cases. Software metrics can be used to quantify different perspectives related to unit test case construction. Different metrics have, in fact, been proposed in literature in order to quantify various perspectives related to the size of JUnit test cases. Unfortunately, there is little understanding of the empirical application of these metrics, particularly which metrics provide more useful information on the effort involved to write the code of JUnit test cases.
In a previous work (Toure et al. 2014) , we extended existing JUnit test case metrics by introducing two new metrics. We analyzed the code of the JUnit test cases of two open source Java software systems. We used in total five unit test case metrics. We investigated, using the Principal Component Analysis technique, the orthogonal dimensions captured by the studied suite of unit test case metrics. We wanted, in fact, to better understand the structural aspects of the code of JUnit test cases measured by the metrics and particularly determine which metrics are more useful for quantifying the JUnit test code. Results show that, overall: (1) the new introduced unit test case metrics are relevant in the sense that they provide useful information related to the code of unit test cases, (2) the studied unit test case metrics are not independent (overlapping information), and (3) the best subset of independent unit test case metrics providing the best independent information (maximizing the variance) varies from one system to the other. As the number of analyzed system was limited to two, we could not reasonably draw final conclusions about the best subset of metrics. Furthermore, this preliminary study leads us to suspect that some of the unit test case metrics are more volatile than others, in the sense that they are more influenced by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of unit test cases.
The empirical study presented in this paper extends our previous work and aims at analyzing more deeply the suite of unit test case metrics. The study was conducted in three main stages. We used the same five unit test case metrics. This time, we collected data from six open source Java software systems for which JUnit test cases exist. The analyzed case studies are of different sizes and from different domains. In a first stage, we replicated the study performed in our previous work on the data we collected from the six selected systems. We performed a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We used this technique to find whether the analyzed unit test case metrics are independent or are measuring similar structural aspects of the code of JUnit test cases. We used in a second stage clustering techniques, particularly K-Means and Univariate clustering, to determine the unit test case metrics that are the less volatile, i.e. the less influenced by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of unit test cases. We investigated the distribution and the variance of the unit test case metrics based on three important internal software class attributes. We focused on size, complexity and coupling. We used in a third stage correlation and linear regression analysis to evaluate the relationships between the internal software class attributes and the suite of unit test case metrics, and particularly to determine what are the unit test case metrics that are the most related to the internal software class attributes. Results confirm two observations made in our previous work: (1) the studied unit test case metrics are not independent, i.e. they capture overlapping information, and (2) the new introduced unit test case metrics provide useful information related to the code of JUnit test cases. Results also show three new findings: (3) there is a couple of independent unit test case metrics that maximizes the information, (4) these two metrics are the less affected by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of unit test cases, and (5) these metrics are also the most related to the internal software class attributes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief survey of related work. The studied unit test case metrics are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the different stages of the empirical study we conducted. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines some future work directions.
Related work
Several studies in literature have addressed the estimation (prediction) of the testing effort by considering various factors such as use case points, number of test cases, test case execution, defects, cost, and so forth. Unfortunately, only few studies have focused on the analysis (quantification) of different aspects related to the test code. Unit test code has, however, been used in different studies addressing for example the testing coverage (Mockus et al. 2009 ) or the relationships (links) between the units under test and corresponding test code (Rompaey and Demeyer 2009, Qusef et al. 2011) . Van Deursen (2004, 2006) investigated factors of testability of objectoriented software systems. The authors studied five open source Java software systems in order to explore the relationships between object-oriented design metrics and some characteristics of the code of JUnit test cases. Testability was measured inversely by the number of lines of test code and the number of assert statements in the test code. Results show that there is a significant relationship between the used object-oriented design metrics and the measured characteristics of JUnit test classes. The two unit test case metrics (the number of lines of test code and the number of assert statements in the test code) used by Bruntink and Van Deursen were, in fact, intended to measure two perspectives related to the size of the JUnit test cases. The authors used an adapted version of the fish bone diagram developed by Binder in (1994) to identify testability factors. Bruntink and Van Deursen argued that the used test case metrics reflect, in fact, different source code factors Van Deursen (2004, 2006) : factors that influence the number of required test cases and factors that influence the effort involved to develop each individual test case. These two categories have been referred as test case generation and test case construction factors. Singh et al. (2008) used object-oriented metrics and neural networks to predict the testing effort. The testing effort was measured in terms of lines of code added or changed during the lifecycle of a defect. Singh and Saha (2010) focused on the prediction of the testability of Eclipse at the package level. Testability was measured using several metrics including the number of lines of test code, the number of assert statements in the test code, the number of test methods and the number of test classes. Results show that there is a significant relationship between the used object-oriented metrics and test metrics. Badri et al. (2010) explored the relationship between lack of cohesion metrics and unit testability in object-oriented software systems. Badri et al. (2011) investigated the capability of lack of cohesion metrics to predict testability of classes using logistic regression methods. In these studies also, testability was measured inversely by the number of lines of test code and the number of assert statements in the test code. Results show that lack of cohesion is a significant predictor of unit testability of classes. Badri and Toure (2012) explored the capacity of object-oriented metrics to predict the unit testing effort of classes using logistic regression analysis. Results indicate, among others, that multivariate regression models based on object-oriented design metrics are able to accurately predict the unit testing effort of classes. The same unit test case metrics have been used in this study. Zhou et al. (2012) investigated the relationship between the object-oriented metrics measuring structural properties and unit testability of a class. The investigated structural metrics cover in fact five property dimensions including size, cohesion, coupling, inheritance, and complexity. In this study, the size of a test class is used to indicate the effort involved in unit testing.
We can intuitively expect that all the metrics mentioned above are related to the size of test suites. However, there is little understanding of the empirical application of these metrics, particularly which metrics provide more useful information on the effort involved to write the code of JUnit test cases. To the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence on the underlying orthogonal dimensions captured by these metrics. Also, is that these metrics are independent or are measuring similar structural aspects of the code of JUnit test cases (overlapping information). In addition, is that the distribution of these metrics is influenced by the systems design and the style adopted by the developers while writing the code of unit test cases? In others words, do the distribution of these metrics varies significantly from one developer to another for similar classes (test case metrics information could be strongly biased)? In the case where the unit test case metrics vary significantly, what is the subset of metrics that are the less sensitive to the development style variations? Furthermore, are there others structural aspects that these metrics do not capture? Indeed, some classes, depending on the design and particularly on the collaboration between classes, will require drivers and/or monitors to achieve unit testing. We believe that this will also affect the effort involved in the construction of test cases. The metrics mentioned above do not seem to capture these dimensions. This issue needs, however, to be investigated.
Unit test case metrics
We used in our study the following unit test case metrics:
TLOC: This metric counts the number of lines of code of a test class (Bruntink and Van Deursen 2004) . It is used to indicate the size of the test class.
TASSERT: This metric counts the number of assert statements that occur in the code of a test class (Bruntink and Van Deursen 2004) . In JUnit, assert statements are used by the testers to compare the expected behavior of the class under test to its current behavior. This metric is used to indicate another perspective of the size of a test class. It is directly related to the construction of test cases.
TNOO: This metric counts the number of methods in a test class (Singh and Saha 2010) . It reflects another perspective of the size of a test class.
The metrics TLOC, TASSERT and TNOO, were chosen in our study because they were used in many (related) empirical studies in literature. Size is an attribute that strongly characterizes the effort involved in writing the code of test cases. TLOC and TNOO are size related metrics. TNOO is, however, a little bit different from TLOC in the way that it captures a different perspective of the size by counting the number of methods in a test class. Furthermore, even if intuitively we can expect that the TASSERT metric is correlated with the size of a test class, it is a little bit different from the others size related metrics. It is rather related to the effort involved in the verification between the expected behavior and the actual behavior of the class under test.
We also used in our study the two unit test case metrics that we introduced in our previous work (Toure et al. 2014) :
TINVOK: This metric counts the number of direct method invocations in a test class. It captures the dependencies needed to run the test class.
TDATA: This metric gives the number of new Java objects created in a test class. These data are required to initialize the test.
We assume that the effort necessary to write the code of a test class is proportional to the characteristics measured by the selected unit test case metrics.
Empirical study

Selected case studies
Six open source Java software systems were selected for the study: (1) ANT a : is a Java library and command-line tool that drives processes described in build files as targets and extension points dependent upon each other. (2) flexibility, simplicity and tight integration with Apache ANT. These systems have been selected based on different requirements, such as: (1) the source code (and test code) archives of the subject systems must be available and important enough to provide a significant data set on the systems and corresponding JUnit test cases, (2) the subject systems must be of different overall size and from different domains, in order to see if our results will differ from one system to another, (3) the subject systems must be developed in Java. Table 1 summarizes some of the characteristics of the analyzed systems. It gives, for each system: (1) the total number of source code classes, (2) the total number of lines of code of source code classes, (3) the number of classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed, (4) the total number of lines of code of JUnit test cases, (5) the percentage of source code classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed, (6) the percentage of tested lines of code (source code classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed), and (7) show two particular systems: JODA and JFC. In the case of JODA, the value of the ratio is greater than 1, which means that there are more lines of test code for a given line of source code. In the case of JFC, the value of the ratio is the lowest compared to the values of the other systems.
Research methodology and data collection
We conducted an empirical analysis organized into three main stages. We used the five unit test case metrics to collect data on the JUnit test cases of the six selected systems. We investigated the distribution and the variance of the unit test case metrics based on three important internal software class attributes. We focused on size, complexity and coupling. In addition, we evaluated in a third stage the relationships between the considered internal software class attributes and the suite of unit test case metrics. We used correlation and linear regression analysis. We selected for our study, from each of the investigated systems, only the classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed. The same approach has been used in others previous empirical studies that addressed the testing effort prediction problem (e.g., Van Deursen (2004, 2006) , Singh and Saha (2010) , Zhou et al. (2012) We noticed that developers usually name the JUnit test classes by adding the prefix (suffix) "Test" ("TestCase") into the name of the classes for which JUnit test cases were developed. Only classes that have such name-matching mechanism with the test class name are included in the analysis. This approach has already been adopted in others studies (e.g., Mockus et al. 2009 ). However, we observed by analyzing the JUnit test classes of the subject systems that in some cases there is no one-to-one relationship between JUnit classes and tested classes. This has also been noted in other previous studies (e.g., Rompaey and Demeyer 2009, Qusef et al. 2011) . In these cases, several JUnit test cases have been related to a same tested class. The matching procedure has been performed on the subject systems by three research assistants separately (a Ph.D. student (first author of this paper) and two Master students, both in computer science). We compared the obtained results and noticed only a few differences. We rechecked the few results in which we observed differences and chose the correct ones based on our experience and a deep analysis of the code. For each class C s selected, we used the suite of unit test case metrics to quantify the corresponding JUnit test class (classes) C t . We used a tool that we developed (JUnit code analyzer).
Understanding the underlying dimensions captured by the unit test case metrics
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique that has been widely used in software engineering to identify important underlying dimensions captured by a set of software metrics (variables). It is a useful technique that aims to reduce variables. We used this technique to find whether the unit test case metrics are independent or are measuring (capturing) similar underlying dimensions (structural aspects) of the code of JUnit test cases. PCA is a standard technique to identify the underlying, independent/orthogonal dimensions that explain relationships between variables in a data set (Quah and Thwin 2003) .
From M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ,… M n metrics, PCA creates new artificial components P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , …, P m such as: P i are independent, P i are linear combinations of M i , and each P i maximizes the total variance. The linear factors are called loadings and the variables with high loadings require some degree of interpretation. In order to find out these variables and interpret the new components, we focussed on rotated component. Orthogonal rotation is performed to improve the interpretation of results. There are various strategies to perform such rotation. According to literature, Varimax is the most frequently used strategy (Dash and Dubey 2012, Aggarwal and Singh 2006) . The sum of squared values of loadings that describe the dimension is referred to as eigenvalue. Since PCA is a projection method in a smaller dimension space, projected variables may seem close in the small dimension space but far from each other in the real space, according to the projection direction. In order to avoid misinterpretation of the new components, the square cosines are computed. A value closed to zero indicates that the point is far from the projection axe. A large proportion of the total variance (information captured by the unit test case metrics) is usually explained by the first few PCs. We reduce the metrics without a substantial loss of the explained information by selecting the first PCs. Three criteria are generally used to determine the factors to retain for interpretation: (1) The Scree test (Cattell 1966 ) is based on the decreasing curve of eigenvalues analysis. Only the factors that appear before the first inflection point detected on the curve are considered. (2) The cumulative amount of variance criterion considers only the first components that cumulative amount of variance is greater than a given value (in most cases: 80%). (3) The eigenvalue criterion considers only factors with associated eigenvalue greater than 1 (Quah and Thwin 2003) . We used in our study criterion (2) which ensures us to consider at least 80% of variance captured by the unit test case metrics. We used the XLSTAT h tool to perform the analysis. We present in what follows the application of the PCA technique on the data collected from each of the selected systems and discuss the obtained results. Table 2 presents the results of the application of the PCA technique on the data collected from ANT. It gives the variability of new components, their correlation with unit test case metrics, and the square cosine of the projection (metrics) in the new components. From Table 2 , it can be seen that the components F1 and F2 cumulate more than 80% of total variance (exactly 80.337%), which leads us to interpret only the two first components F1 and F2.
ANT
As it can be seen from Table 2 The independence between F1 and F2 indicates that, in some test classes, the number of methods and invocations increase together independently of the metrics TDATA, TLOC, and TASSERT. The overall information (related to unit testing effort implementation) captured by the suite of unit test case metrics is distributed in the two dimensions F1 and F2, which can be represented by one of the couples of {TASSERT, TDATA, TLOC} × {TINVOK, TNOO}. The couple of metrics (TASSERT, TINVOK) represents the best subset of independent unit test case metrics providing the best independent information (maximizing the variance).
JFC
The results of the application of the PCA technique on the data collected from JFC are given in Table 3 . It can be seen that the cumulated variance of the two first components F1 and F2 (89.28%) suggests to limit the interpretation to these two components. As it can be seen, component F1 regroups the metrics TNOO (0.887), TINVOK (0.837) and TLOC (0.746). Component F2 is represented by the metric TDATA (0.951). TASSERT, in spite of its relative high correlation with component F2 (0.694), is far from the projection axe as shown by its low square cosine (0.481 < 0.5). TASSERT provides, in fact, insignificant information in the considered set of unit test case metrics. For JFC, the two first components oppose the most important set of test classes containing a relative high number of methods, having many invocations and large number of lines of code, to the set of test classes with many data creation. One of the couples of {TNOO, TINOK, TLOC} × {TDATA} could represent the set of unit test case metrics for JFC. The couple of metrics (TNOO, TDATA) is, however, the best representative sub set of the suite of unit test case metrics.
JODA
For JODA (see Table 4 ), the first component F1 that cumulates 93.36% of total variance is sufficient to interpret the whole set of unit test case metrics. As it can be seen from Table 4 , the component F1 regroups all the unit test case metrics. So, the first component captures all dimensions measured by the unit test case metrics. The effort involved in writing, verifying and creating data are equally distributed. From Table 1 , it can be seen that the value of the ratio of the number of lines of test code per number of tested lines of source code corresponding to JODA system (264.17%) shows that there are two times more lines of test code than lines of source code. It is the highest value of the column 7 of Table 1 . This may suggest that the verification effort is more important for JODA relatively to the others systems. In fact, by investigating this issue, we observed that the average number of assertions is of 223 assertions per tested class for JODA against 12 for ANT, 18 for JFC, 31 for LUCENE, 22 for POI, and 30 for IVY.
For JODA, according to the results, we can say that each test case metric is a good representative of the whole set of unit test case metrics. However, TLOC provides the maximum information. Table 5 gives the results of the application of the PCA technique on the data collected from LUCENE. It can be seen that the first component F1 is, here also, sufficient (88.965% of variance) for interpretation. Moreover, all the unit test case metrics are closed and highly correlated to component F1. Here also the first component captures all dimensions measured by the unit test case metrics.
LUCENE
From Table 5 , we can also observe that the effort involved in writing, verifying and creating data are equally distributed as in the case of JODA. In this case also, we can observe the same trend in terms of the value of the ratio of the number of lines of test code per number of tested lines of source code (Table 1 -column 7: 99.54%). Indeed, 
POI
In the case of POI, it can be seen from Table 6 that to aggregate more than 80% of variance, we have to consider the two first components F1 and F2 (84.214%) in our interpretation. As we can see from Table 1 , POI is the largest of the analyzed systems (with 1539 source code classes). Moreover, POI has the largest number of classes for which JUnit test classes have been developed (403). The first component F1 is highly correlated with the metrics TDATA (0.896) and TLOC (0.887) compared to the others unit test case metrics. The second component F2 is more correlated with the metrics TINVOK (0.912) and TNOO (0.758). The square cosine values of the two metrics (0.832 and 0.574) are all greater than 0.5, which indicates that the metrics are close enough to the projection axe to allow correct interpretation. The metric TASSERT provides here also insignificant information in the considered set of unit test case metrics. The components F1 and F2 oppose the set of large test classes having many data creation to the set of classes having many methods and invocations. The first two components could be represented by each couple in {TDATA, TLOC} × {TINVOK, TNOO}. The couple of metrics (TDATA, TINVOK) is, however, the best representative sub set of the suite of unit test case metrics. Table 8 gives a summary of the PCA analysis. It shows, for each system, the possible couples of unit test case metrics that could represent the set of unit test case metrics for capturing information (first and second columns), and the best representative couple of independent unit test case metrics providing the maximum of information (third column). From Table 8 , it can be seen that the optimum subset (maximizing variance and not linearly related) of unit test case metrics varies from one system to another. Some metrics are, however, more common than others (e.g., TINVOK, TDATA). Moreover, we can also reasonably say that TLOC could also represent the first component in the case of all systems since it has the most constant impact on the first factor F1 (significantly correlated to the first component in the case of all considered systems). In the same vein, TINVOK tends to represent the second component F2, since the metric appears three times on four cases as second member of the best couples. The metrics TLOC and TINVOK could be considered as the most independent unit test case metrics maximizing information. Overall, we can observe from Table 8 that the two metrics TDATA and TINVOK, which we introduced in our previous work, always appear in either of the two columns (F1, F2). Moreover, the variations that we can observe from one system to another concerning the best subset of metrics may be due to the sensitivity of (some) unit test case metrics to the differences in the styles adopted by the developers while writing the code of JUnit test cases. In fact, we suspect that the style adopted by the developers while writing the code of JUnit test cases can have a significant impact on the distribution of the values of the selected unit test case metrics. The selected systems as mentioned above are from different domains, of different sizes and complexities, and developed by different teams. By analyzing the code of the unit test cases of the different systems, we observed that the test development style, in general, differs from one system to another (which is reflected somewhere in Table 1 ). For example, the number of assert statements in the code of a test class, given by the metric TASSERT, could change according to the adopted style. Indeed, while analyzing the code of some test classes of the selected systems, we observed in some cases that developers, for a given test class, group all assertTrue (…) calls in a single utile method that is invoked in different places in the code instead of invoking assertTrue (…) in those places. So, before investigating this question more deeply in the following section, we decided to group the data collected from all systems studied to have a single set of data on which we wanted to apply the PCA technique. By doing this, we wanted to group all styles (systems design and test code) in a single sample of data and observe how the unit test case metrics behave. Results are given in Table 9 . As we can see, the first two components capture more than 80% of total information (exactly 91.361%). Based on the analysis of the coefficients associated with each unit test case metric within each of the components, the principal components are interpreted as follows: (1) 
Summary
Investigating the distribution and the variance of the unit test case metrics
The previous section shows that the couple of unit test case metrics TLOC and TINVOK is overall the best representative subset of the initial suite of unit test case metrics in the sense that these metrics are the most independent unit test case metrics maximizing information.
In this section, we focus on the sensitivity of the unit test case metrics when the writing style of test classes changes. In others words, we wanted to determine what are the unit test case metrics that are the less volatile, i.e. the least affected by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of test cases. In fact, a unit test case metric that is strongly influenced by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of test cases may not adequately reflect the real effort required for test cases construction. The high variance (from one style to another) of such a metric may strongly impact its value (distribution) and limit its applicability and its interpretation for different systems. In order to investigate this issue, we used clustering techniques: (1) to investigate and better understand the distribution and the variance of unit test case metrics based on different categories of classes, and (2) to determine what are the less volatile unit test case metrics, which are the less influenced by the style adopted by the developers while writing the code of unit test cases.
K-Means clustering
In a first step, we used K-Means clustering to classify the tested classes (source code classes) in various categories based on three internal software class attributes: size, complexity and coupling. K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis that aims to partition n observations (classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed in our study) into k clusters (five in our study) in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. We wanted, in fact, to reflect in the analysis five different categories of the effort involved in writing the code of test cases: very low, low, medium, high and very high. We used here also the XLSTAT tool, which implements many statistic and data mining algorithms. We used this technique to partition the tested classes in five clusters (categories) based on the three internal class attributes taken together. Clustering provides, indeed, a natural way for identifying clusters of related objects (classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed in our study) based on their similarity (the three internal software class attributes in our case). The resulting clusters are to be built so that tested classes within each cluster are more comparable in terms of size, complexity and coupling than tested classes assigned to different clusters (minimizing intra-cluster variance and maximizing inter-cluster variance).
We used in this step of our study the group of data collected from all systems. In total, we have 1027 observations (Java classes and corresponding JUnit test cases). To measure the selected internal software class attributes, we used the following metrics: LOC (size), WMC (complexity) and CBO (coupling). The LOC (Lines of Code per class) metric counts for a class its number of lines of code. The WMC (Weighted Methods per Class) metric gives the sum of complexities of the methods of a given class, where each method is weighted by its cyclomatic complexity. The CBO (Coupling between Objects) metric counts for a class the number of other classes to which it is coupled (and vice versa). The object-oriented metrics WMC and CBO have been proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer (1994) and Chidamber et al. (1998) . The three metrics have been used in many empirical software engineering studies. We computed the values of the three metrics using the Borland Together Tool i . The values of the unit test case metrics have been computed using the tool we developed. Table 10 gives the descriptive statistics (total of observations) of the internal class attribute metrics we used in our study. Table 11 gives the descriptive statistics (total of observations) of the unit test case metrics. Table 12 gives the descriptive statistics of the internal software class attribute metrics and the unit test case metrics for each system separately. As we can see in Table 12 , the selected systems vary in terms of size, complexity and coupling. We used the XLSTAT tool to perform the clustering analysis. Moreover, in order to assess the representativeness of the different styles of design and test code (different systems used: source code classes and corresponding JUnit test cases) in the different clusters, we computed the IQV (index of qualitative variance) for each cluster as follows (Mueller and Schuessler 1961) :
Where: n indicates the cluster size, k indicates modalities (number of systems), and f i indicates the frequency of modality i (number of classes in cluster i). The index of qualitative variance can vary from 0 to 1. When all of the cases of the distribution are in one category, there is no diversity (or variation) and the IQV is equal to 0. The IQV reflects the percentage of differences relative to the maximum possible differences in each distribution. As it can be seen from Table 13 , the IQV values obtained are quite high (close to 1). The relatively lowest value is observed for cluster 5, which may be explained by the size of the cluster (17 observations -see Table 14 and Table 15 ) compared to the others clusters. This index reflects the good representativeness of the different styles (different systems) in the different clusters (different systems are represented in clusters). Table 14 gives the descriptive statistics of the three internal software class attribute metrics LOC, WMC and CBO corresponding to the five clusters (1-5). As we can see from Table 14 , the mean values of the three internal software class attribute metrics, overall, increase from the first cluster (1 -relatively simple classes) to the last one (5 -relatively most complex classes). This is also true for the standard deviation of the three internal software class attribute metrics. It can also be seen from Table 14 that the distribution of the internal software class attribute metrics reflects properly the classification of tested classes: the mean values of the metrics LOC, WMC and CBO increase from cluster 1 to cluster 5 (most complex classes). We can also observe from Table 14 (standard deviation) that the internal software class attribute metric that varies the least is CBO, followed by the WMC metric. Table 15 gives the descriptive statistics of the five unit test case metrics corresponding to the five clusters (1-5). As we can see from Table 15 and Figure 1 , the mean values of the five unit test case metrics, overall, increase from the first cluster (1) to the last one (5). This is also true, overall, for the standard deviation of the five unit test case metrics. The only exceptions that we can observe from Table 15 are for the unit test case metrics TASSERT and TNOO between clusters 4 and 5, where the standard deviation of the two metrics decreases. Overall, the distribution of the unit test case metrics reflects properly the classification of tested classes and corresponding JUnit test cases: the values of the metrics TLOC, TASSERT, TDATA, TINVOK and TNOO increase from cluster 1 to cluster 5 (most complex classes). Also, Table 15 gives the distribution of the C V (coefficient of variation) of each unit test case metric, based on the five clusters. We compared test cluster variance by using C V to limit the variable scale effects. As we can see, the metric TINVOK has the lowest coefficient of variation values, except for the last cluster (5), followed by the metric TLOC. Results suggest therefore that the TINVOK metric is the test case metric that varies the least followed by TLOC. So, we can conclude that for comparable classes in terms of size, complexity and coupling (based on the performed clustering), the metric TINVOK is the less volatile. Two main factors may explain the low value of C V for TINVOK: (1) the possible lack of relationship between TINVOK and the internal software class attributes, and/or (2) the impact of the variation of the test code writing style in the different systems. The increasing mean value of TLOC and TINVOK observed in Figure 1 with respect of clusters (from relatively simple to relatively high), suggests that there is a relationship between internal software class attribute metrics and unit test case metrics TLOC and TINVOK. Then, the low value of C V does not appear to be due to the lack of correlation. This question will be investigated in the following section (4.5).
From Table 15 , Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we can also observe that the unit test case metrics which vary the most are TASSERT and TDATA (respectively for the three first clusters and for the two last clusters).
Univariate clustering
We used, in a second step, the univariate clustering technique to optimally cluster in k (5 here also) homogeneous groups the source code classes of the analyzed systems based this time on a single variable (an internal class attribute in our case). We wanted to investigate here also how the unit test case metrics vary according to the different clusters obtained using separately the three different internal software class attributes: size, complexity and coupling. Here also, we grouped the data collected from all systems studied to have a single set of data. The univariate clustering clusters n one-dimensional observations (tested classes in our case), described by a single quantitative variable (an internal software class attribute in our case), into k homogeneous clusters (five in our case, indicating different levels of size, complexity and coupling). Homogeneity is measured here using the sum of the within-cluster variances. To maximize the homogeneity of clusters, we therefore try to minimize the sum of the within-cluster variances. This method can be seen as a process of turning a quantitative variable (one internal software class attribute in our case) into a discrete ordinal variable. We used the univariate clustering algorithm of the XLSTAT tool h . Here also, we computed the IQV (index of qualitative variance) for each cluster as previously. As it can be seen from Table 16 , the values obtained are in most cases quite high (close to 1), and this for each univariate clustering. This reflects the good representation of different styles of writing test code in different clusters. The lowest values for the IQV are observed for cluster 5. This may be explained by the size of this cluster (5 elements only -see Tables 17, 18 and 19) compared to the others clusters. Tables 17, 18 and 19 give the descriptive statistics of the unit test case metrics corresponding to the five clusters obtained respectively for the variables size (LOC), complexity (WMC) and coupling (CBO).
The first univariate clustering we performed was based on the variable size (LOC). As we can see from Table 17 and Figure 4 , the mean values of the unit test case metrics, overall, increase from the first cluster (1) to the last one (5), except for cluster 4 and this for unit test case metrics TASSERT, TDATA, TINVOK and TLOC. This is also true for the standard deviation of the unit test case metrics, here also except for cluster 4 and this, for all unit test case metrics. Overall, results suggest that the TINVOK metric is the test case metric that varies the least, followed by TLOC. Results suggest therefore that the TINVOK metric, for classes comparable in terms of size (based on the performed univariate clustering), is the least volatile. From Table 17 and Figure 4 , we can also observe that the unit test case metrics which vary most are TASSERT and TDATA. The second univariate clustering we performed was based on the variable complexity (WMC). As we can see from Table 18 and Figure 5 , the mean values of the unit test case metrics, overall, increase from the first cluster (1) to the last one (5). Unlike the first univariate clustering, in this case the growth of the mean values of the unit test case metric is continuous, from the first cluster to the fifth one. This is also true for the standard deviation of the unit test case metrics, here also except for cluster 4 and this for all the unit test case metrics. Overall, results suggest here also that the TINVOK metric is the test case metric that varies the least, followed by the TLOC metric. Results suggest therefore that the TINVOK metric, for classes comparable in terms of complexity (based on the performed univariate clustering), is the least volatile. From Table 18 and Figure 5 , we can also observe that the unit test case metrics which vary most are TASSERT and TDATA. The third univariate clustering we performed was based on the variable coupling (CBO). As we can see from Table 19 and Figure 6 , the mean values of the unit test case metrics, overall, increase from the first cluster (1) to the last one (5), except for cluster 4 and this for all the unit test case metrics. The same observation was made in the case of the first clustering. This is also true for the standard deviation of the unit test case metrics, here also except for cluster 4 and this for all unit test case metrics. The same trend is also observed for the coefficient of variation of the unit test case metrics. Overall, results suggest here also that the TINVOK metric is the unit test case metric that varies the least, followed by the TLOC metric. Results suggest therefore that the TINVOK metric, for classes comparable in terms of coupling (based on the performed univariate clustering), is the least volatile. From Table 19 and Figure 6 , we can also observe that here also (overall) the unit test case metrics which vary most are TASSERT and TDATA. Figure 7 summarizes the distribution of the coefficient of variation of the five unit test case metrics studied according to the three variables (internal software class attributes) used in the univariate clustering. It can be seen that the coefficient of variation of the unit test case metrics varies according to the used variable. It can also be seen that the coefficients of variation of the unit test case metrics for the clustering based on WMC are smaller compared to the coefficients of variation obtained for the other two classifications. This suggests that the internal software class attribute WMC is the most determining (compared to the others internal class attributes LOC and CBO) in the sense that it impacts the most the distribution (values) of the unit test case metrics. In others words, we can expect that source code classes having comparable values of WMC will likely have test classes that are comparable. Here also, we can observe that the TINVOK metric varies less than the others test case metrics (followed by the TLOC metric), which seems suggesting that this metric is the least affected by the development style used by the developers while writing the code of unit test cases. Overall, as we have seen in this section, results of both K-Means and Univariate clustering show clearly that the TINVOK metric is the unit test case metric that varies the least followed by TLOC. As in the previous step, two main factors may explain the low values of Cv for the two unit test case metrics TINVOK and TLOC: (1) The two unit test case metrics TINVOK and TLOC are weakly or not correlated to the internal software class attribute metrics, and/or (2) The two unit test case metrics TINVOK and TLOC are the less affected by the styles adopted by developers while writing the code of unit test cases. Here also, the increasing mean values of TINVOK and TLOC observed in Tables 17, 18 and 19, tends to exclude the lack of correlation as an explaining factor of low variance of TINVOK and TLOC metrics. Moreover, in order to better understand the decrease in the mean values of the unit test case metrics for cluster 4, and particularly why the cluster 4 is an exception compared to the four others clusters, we decided to investigate the ratio (RT) of the number of lines of test code per number of tested lines of source code (as in Table 1 , column 7) for all the clusters, according to each univariate clustering variable (internal software class attribute). We found, as it can be seen from Table 20 that this ratio is particularly low for cluster 4 and this for the three univariate clustering (based separately on LOC, CBO and WMC). This suggests that partial tests were conducted (corresponding JUnit test code) on some large classes of cluster 4. We analyzed the source code of the classes of cluster 4. We found that 5 of the 18 classes that contains cluster 4, which are large and containing many methods, have only one complex method for which JUnit test code has been developed. As a consequence, the values of the unit test case metrics of the JUnit test cases corresponding to cluster 4 are relatively low, knowing that corresponding Java classes are relatively large. The measures of these five classes have an impact on the mean values of the unit test case metrics of cluster 4.
Summary
4.5 Exploring the relationships between the internal software class attributes and the unit test case metrics
Correlation between metrics
In this section, we investigate the relationships between the three internal software class attributes used in the clustering analysis and the unit test case metrics. We tested the following hypothesis: Hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between an internal software class attribute and the unit test case metrics. In order to validate the hypothesis, we analyzed the correlations between each internal class attribute (LOC, WMC and CBO) and the unit test case metrics. We performed statistical tests using correlation. We used both Spearman's and Pearson's correlation coefficients in our study. These techniques are widely used for measuring the degree of relationship between two variables. Correlation coefficients will take a value between −1 and +1. A positive correlation is one in which the variables increase (or decrease) together. A negative correlation is one in which one variable increases as the other variable decreases. A correlation of +1 or −1 will arise if the relationship between the variables is exactly linear. A correlation close to zero means that there is no linear relationship between the variables.
We used the XLSTAT tool to perform the analysis. We applied the typical significance threshold (α = 0.05) to decide whether the correlations were significant. Tables 21  and 22 give the results of the correlation analysis respectively for Spearman and Pearson techniques. The obtained correlation values between each internal software class attribute and the suite of unit test case metrics are all significant (according to the used significance threshold), and this between all pairs of metrics (internal software class attribute metric, unit test case metric). Moreover, this is also true for the correlation values between the internal software class attribute metrics, and between the unit test case metrics. Overall, we can also observe from Table 21 and Table 22 that the internal software class attributes WMC and LOC are better correlated to the unit test case metrics than CBO. Furthermore, as we can see, the correlation values between particularly the three internal software class attribute metrics and the unit test case metrics TLOC and TASSERT are all significant, which confirms the results of many previous studies that addressed the relationship between object-oriented metrics (including the three used metrics LOC, WMC and CBO) and unit test case metrics (e.g., Van Deursen (2004, 2006) , Singh and Saha (2010) , Badri et Toure (2012) ). We can also see that the correlation values between the three internal software class attributes and the unit test case metrics that we introduced in our previous work, TDATA and TINVOK, are also all significant. In some case, the unit test case metrics TDATA and TINVOK are better correlated to the internal software class attributes than the metric TASSERT. Moreover, the correlation values between the three internal software class attributes and the suite of unit test case metrics are positive. A positive correlation, as mentioned previously, is one in which both variables (internal software class attribute, unit test case metric) increase together. These results are plausible and not surprising. In fact, a class with a high value of LOC (WMC and CBO) is more likely to require a high testing effort (in terms of test case construction) than a class with a low value of LOC (WMC and CBO).
Also, it can be seen from Table 21 and Table 22 , that overall WMC and LOC metrics are relatively better correlated to the unit test case metrics than CBO metric. As stated in the previous section, the unit test case metrics are less volatile in the clustering based on the WMC and LOC metrics compared to the clustering based on CBO (Figure 7) . These results support therefore our hypothesis.
The unit test case metrics TLOC and TINVOK, which emerged from our previous analyses (as the most independent and the less volatile unit test case metrics) have in most cases (Table 21 and Table 22 ) the highest or comparable (to the others unit test case metrics) correlation values with the internal software class attribute metrics. The high correlation values of the unit test case metrics TLOC and TINVOK confirm that their low volatility observed previously is not due to their lack of correlation with the software attributes (LOC, WMC and CBO). We can then reasonably conclude that the unit test case metrics TINVOK and TLOC are the unit test case metrics that are the least sensitive to the changes in the style of test code writing. MLR) . In this study, we used the SLR analysis, which is based on: Y = β0 + β 1 X, where Y is the dependent variable (unit test case metric) and X is the independent variable (internal software class attribute metric). We used the SLR technique to explore the capacity of each internal software class attribute metric to predict the unit test case metrics and quantify the strength of the relationship between each pair of metrics (internal software class attribute metric and unit test case metric). Table 23 gives the results of the SLR analysis. Moreover, the linear regression analysis here is not intended to be used to determine or to build the best prediction model, based on one internal software class attribute or combining the internal software class attribute metrics. Such a model, and multiple linear regression analysis, is out of the scope of this paper. Instead, our analysis intends only to investigate (and compare) the effect of each internal software class attribute metric on the unit test case metrics.
From Table 23 , it can be seen that, overall, all the linear regression models based on the internal software class attribute metrics are significant (p-value < 0.0001). We can also see that the linear regression model based on WMC has the highest R 2 , followed by the linear regression model based on LOC. The R 2 value is the coefficient of determination of the model. It varies from 0 to 1. It is interpreted as the proportion of the variability of the dependent variable explained by the model. The more the R 2 value is close to 1, better is the model. Moreover, it can be seen that, overall, the unit test case metrics TLOC, TDATA and TINVOK are better predicted by the three linear regression models based respectively on WMC, LOC and CBO than the unit test case metrics TASSERT and TNOO. Furthermore, the issue of training and testing data sets is very important during the construction and evaluation of prediction models. If a prediction model is built on one data set (used as training set) and evaluated on the same data set (used as testing set), as was done in the previous step, then the accuracy of the model may be artificially inflated. A common way to obtain a more realistic assessment of the predictive ability of the model is to use cross validation (k-fold cross-validation), which is a procedure in which the data set is partitioned in k subsamples (groups of observations). The regression model is built using k − 1 groups and its predictions evaluated on the last group. This process is repeated k times. Each time, a different subsample is used to evaluate the model, and the remaining subsamples are used as training data to build the model.
We used the validation option of the XLSTAT tool to validate the linear regression models. We used the option that consists of choosing randomly a subset of the data (10% of the observations) as a testing set, and the rest of the data (90% of the observations) as a training set. As mentioned previously, the total number of observations in our study is 1027, which corresponds to the total number of classes for which JUnit test classes have been developed. We repeated this process 10 times. Table 24 gives the mean values of the R 2 and coefficient of each internal software class attribute metric.
All the predictions are significant (pvalue < 0.0001). Again, we can observe that the results follow the same trend as before.
Furthermore, according to results (particularly in Section 4.5.1 and Section 4.5.2), WMC is better correlated to the unit test case metrics TLOC and TINVOK. Furthermore, results of Section 4.4 showed particularly that: (1) the unit test case metrics, overall, are less volatile in the clustering based on WMC compared to the two others clustering based respectively on LOC and CBO, (2) the TINVOK metric, followed by the TLOC metric, are the least affected by the development style used by the developers while writing the code of unit test cases, and (3) WMC is the most determining (compared to the others internal software class attribute metrics LOC and CBO) in the sense that it impacts the most the distribution (values) of the unit test case metrics. So, according to all these results, we can reasonably conclude that the couple of unit test case metrics (TLOC, TINVOK) is the best subset of unit test case metrics which are the most impacted by the systems design (characterized by the internal software class attributes), the least affected by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of unit test cases, and providing the best independent information that maximizes the variance.
Threats to validity
The study has been performed on open source systems, which may not be representative of all industrial domains. However, the use of open-source systems in empirical studies is a common practice in the software engineering research community. We analyzed more than 1 000 Java classes and corresponding JUnit test cases. Even if we believe that the analyzed data set is large enough to allow obtaining significant results, we do not claim that our results can be generalized to all systems. The study presented in this paper should be replicated on a large number of OO software systems to increase the generality of our findings. The findings in this paper should be viewed as exploratory and indicative rather than conclusive. Moreover, there are a number of factors that may affect the results of the study and limit their interpretation and their generalization.
Internal validity threats
An important internal threat to validity is from the identification of the links between Java classes and corresponding JUnit test cases. As mentioned in the paper (Section 4.2), we noticed by analyzing the code of the JUnit test cases of the investigated systems that, in some cases, there is no one-to-one relationship between JUnit test cases and corresponding Java classes. In these cases, several JUnit test cases have been related to a same Java class. Even if we followed a systematic approach for associating the JUnit test cases to the corresponding Java classes, which was not an easy task, unfortunately we were not able to match all test classes. The loss of this part of the information on the effort involved in writing the test code of the analyzed systems, due to the few test classes that we were not able to match with Java classes, may affect the results of our analysis. Moreover, the used matching procedure, which has also been adopted in other related studies in literature as mentioned in the paper, is based on a static analysis of the code of test cases. In some cases, test classes are reused using the inheritance mechanism. This may also bias the results. Adopting an approach based on dynamic analysis could reduce this bias. Dynamics analysis is out of the scope of this paper and could be considered in our future work.
For our study, and particularly in the second stage, we have deliberately chosen five clusters. We wanted, in fact, to reflect in the analysis five different categories of the effort involved in writing the code of test cases: very low, low, medium, high and very high. When changing the number of clusters, the distribution of classes in the different categories will probably differ. This may affect our results. In our future work, we plan to select different number of clusters (for example, three for reflecting low, medium and high testing effort) in order to investigate the impact of changes in the number of clusters on the volatility of analysis.
External validity threats
The JUnit test cases used in our study were developed only for a part of classes of each analyzed system (Table 1, columns 3 and 5). The testing coverage, in terms of Java classes for which JUnit test cases have been explicitly developed, differs from one system to another. In addition, the classes for which JUnit test cases have been developed were generally relatively large and complex. This is true for the six subject systems. It is often due to the adopted testing strategy and/or the criteria used by the developers while selecting the software classes for which they developed test cases (randomly or depending on their size or complexity e.g., or on other criteria). It would be interesting to replicate this study using systems for which JUnit test cases have been developed for a maximum number of classes, for example, in a controlled environment. This threat could limit the applicability of the study to other systems. Furthermore, we observed by analyzing the code of test classes that in some cases, the developed JUnit classes do not cover all the methods of the corresponding software classes but only one or two complex methods. Since the internal software class attribute metrics are computed using the whole class source code, the potential testing effort predicted by the internal software class attribute metrics in these cases will not match the actual effort spent for writing these partial tests. Since this observation depends on the testing strategy adopted by developers, it could limit the applicability of the study to other systems. Here also, using a controlled environment, in which JUnit test cases cover all the methods of each tested Java class (or at least a large number of methods), could help to eliminate (or reduce) the effect of this bias.
Finally, the study has been performed using only case studies for which JUnit test classes have been developed by programmers. It would be interesting to replicate the study on systems for which JUnit test cases have been generated automatically using tools such as Codepro. We expect that this will reduce the impact on the distribution of the unit test case metrics and produce more generalizable results.
Construct threats
In Section 4.4, we wanted to investigate the effect of the test code writing style on the distribution of the unit test case metrics, and to determine which metrics are the less affected by the writing style variations. This goal leads us to group the classes of the six open source systems used in our study, with different development styles, and cluster them in five subgroups of comparable classes (in terms of size, complexity and coupling). We ensured of the good representativeness of each development style in the different clusters, by computing and analyzing the index of qualitative variance (IQV) of each cluster. The variances of unit test case metrics (standard deviation σ, coefficient of variance σ/μ) were analyzed to determine those that undergo the least of variations. Results show that two of the analyzed unit test case metrics (TLOC, TINVOK) vary the less in the subgroups. Pearson, Spearman and linear regression analyzes show that those metrics are also the most correlated to the considered internal software class attribute metrics (LOC, WMC, and CBO). The tight relationship between the unit test case metrics (TLOC and TINVOK) and internal software class attribute metrics confirms that their little variance observed in the five clusters is not due to their insensitivity to the internal software class attributes, but to the test code writing style. Since we fixed the number of categories to five, one of major construct threats of validity coming from this constraint could be the relative high intra-cluster variances (high variance of internal software class attributes) obtained with the K-Means or Univariate clustering. To reduce the effect of this threat we could, in a controlled environment, and for the same software, use different test suites developed by different groups of testers. We could analyse, for each software class, the variances of the different unit test class attributes produced by different groups of testers.
Conclusions and future work
We analyzed, in this paper, the JUnit test cases of six open source Java software systems. We used five metrics to quantify different perspectives related to their code. We conducted an empirical analysis organized into three main stages. The main goal of the study was to identify a subset of independent unit test case metrics: (1) providing useful information reflecting the effort involved in writing the code of unit test cases, and (2) that are the less volatile, i.e. the least affected by the style adopted by developers while writing the code of test cases.
In order to find whether the analyzed unit test case metrics are independent or are measuring similar structural aspects of the code of JUnit test cases, we performed in a first stage a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We used in a second stage clustering techniques to determine the unit test case metrics that are the less volatile by investigating the distribution and the variance of the unit test case metrics based on three important internal software class attributes (size, complexity and coupling). We evaluated in a third stage the relationships between the internal software class attribute metrics and the suite of unit test case metrics. We used correlation and linear regression analyzes.
While confirming the results of our previous work, our current results show that: (1) the metrics TLOC and TINVOK maximize the independent information captured by all the unit test case metrics, and (2) these metrics are the less affected by changes in the test code writing style and the most correlated with internal software class attributes.
